UNGEI GAC Annual Report Working Group Points

At a recent meeting of the GAC Co-Chairs, it was agreed that UNGEI should develop an annual report for advocacy purposes. Norad has agreed to chair a working group to develop guidelines for the partnership to produce its first annual report by March 2009.

UNGEI annual report should:

- Be more extensive than UNGEI information in the UNICEF annual report;
- Include important information for donors;
- Be ready by March of the following year;
- Serve to facilitate the extension of the UNGEI mandate.

In addition:
- An UNGEI annual report will allow each agency to reflect on UNGEI activities in its own annual report;
- GAC members’ reporting would serve as an incentive and encouragement for additional participation annually;
- Based on inputs from GAC members and Regional Focal Points, Secretariat to prepare UNGEI annual report each year.
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